Liberal Media Attack President Trump From Every Angle In Wake of Hurricane Harvey

The destruction caused by Hurricane Harvey in Texas and Louisiana was devastating: 83 people tragically were killed and rebuilding costs are estimated to exceed $70 billion. It will take years for the region to recover.

Traditionally, the media support the president during a crisis. But not Bush 43 (remember Katrina?). And certainly not Donald Trump! Liberal journalists relentlessly attacked President Donald Trump from every angle imaginable in the wake of Hurricane Harvey.

They wanted him to fail during a time of natural disaster. If he didn’t fail, they wanted to at least try to make him look as unpresidential as possible.

No doubt, the liberal media want to destroy the Trump presidency. This is well documented and exposed by the Media Research Center every day through NewsBusters, MRC Business and MRCTV, as well as by radio, TV, and print interviews of MRC staff.

Let’s look at how the left-wing media exploited Hurricane Harvey to try to discredit Trump.

The hurricane hit Texas on Aug. 25, moved up the coast into Louisiana, and finally dissipated around Sept. 3. As the storm was hammering Houston, MSNBC’s Stephanie Ruhle predictably spouted anti-Trump talking points on immigration and seriously asked if illegals risked being deported if they went to an evacuation center. She also queried, “Do they have to show ID?”

The NYT’s Yamiche Alcindor lectured that many of the people who voted for Trump in Texas would suffer the most from the storm. “These hurricanes are getting worse and worse,” he claimed, and it is the “working class and poor people that voted for President Trump, that are excited about this presidency, that thought his presidency would improve their lives – these are the same people who can’t afford to get into their car and drive four or five hours, or can’t afford a hotel room to try to escape these floods.” If only they had voted for Hillary things would have been different? So, even Hurricane Harvey is Trump’s fault!

MSNBC also complained that Trump gave a speech on tax cuts as Harvey moved inland. The network ran this nasty graphic, “Trump Calls for Simplifying Tax Code as Texas Floods.” A few minutes later the graphic read, “Trump Talks Taxes as Gulf Death Toll Climbs to 19.”

When it was announced that Trump would go to Texas on Aug. 29 to examine the damage, the liberal media fretted it was too soon. CBS’s Gayle King quizzed Texas Gov. Greg Abbott, “Right
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now, he [Trump] is scheduled to come tomorrow. Is that the best time for him to come?"

MSNBC's Katy Tur commented, Trump is “going to Texas tomorrow and there’s real concern that his going there is going to have to divert, at least a little bit, some resources away from the rescue effort and toward him.” NBC’s Hallie Jackson whined, “President Trump will visit the Corpus Christi area tomorrow despite critics’ concerns it’s too soon for a presidential visit.”

You can bet your bottom dollar that had he waited another week, the same leftist “reporters” would have attacked him as being too late.

After Trump visited Texas, CBS’s Major Garrett was dismissive, claiming Trump was “criticized for not mentioning those killed in the storm during his Tuesday trip and for not visiting any flood-ravaged areas.” Garrett further complained, “The vice president during his visit to Rockport today will, unlike the president, visit with victims of Hurricane Harvey and witness first-hand the actual damage.”

MSNBC also ran with that cold narrative. Co-host Mika Brzezinski quoted the left-wing Politico, “The president didn’t meet a single storm victim, see an inch of rain or get near a flooded street. He spent far more time in the air than on the ground.” She then suggested that Trump wasn’t really human and sidekick Joe Scarborough explained this isn’t a “regular president,” and “it’s just not his wavelength to do this comforter-in-chief stuff.”

Brzezinski couldn’t leave the psychoanalysis alone, however, and further prattled, “I think the reason we’re talking about this is because I think his personality, and maybe to go a step beyond that, is in question and some argue that there’s something missing or something wrong with him.”

In other words, Trump is not normal and may be mentally ill. MSNBC’s Joy “Sigmund Freud” Reid also discerned something wrong with Trump. “I don’t think that he understands the human scale of misery,” she claimed. “I don’t think that he can connect with the sort of compassion that you normally have when you see a disaster like this.”

“So there’s something really disturbing just about the way that he talks about it,” she warned.

Disturbing, not normal, Trump just can’t connect with real humans, according to the liberal media.

Trump did return to Texas a few days later, after the rescue efforts were over, and he met with first responders, hurricane victims, and he inspected damaged areas on the ground. He also donated $1 million of his own money to 12 different charity groups helping the people affected by the storm.

The leftist media didn’t report much on those stories. They don’t fit their Trump-is-not-normal narrative.

The liberal media attacks on Trump will not cease. The elite news outlets want to drive him from office. They also are fighting against any conservative policies coming out of the administration and Congress.

The MRC is battling that liberal media bias 24/7. You can help us in this good fight by making a donation to the MRC. Use the reply card and postage-paid envelope enclosed with this newsletter to send your most generous gift today. We look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

L. Brent Bozell III
Founder and President
The Media Research Center joined with 46 other conservative leaders to denounce the leftist Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) and demand that the liberal media stop using the group to smear and endanger conservatives, particularly through its “hate map.”

In a Sept. 6 “Open Letter to the Media,” MRC President Brent Bozell, along with such conservative leaders as former Attorney General Ed Messe, Family Research Council President Tony Perkins, and Tea Party Patriots President Jenny Beth Martin, detailed how the SPLC’s “hate map” was used by domestic terrorist Floyd Lee Corkins to target the FRC for a shooting rampage.

The letter also revealed how the SPLC applies a double standard to conservatives and has wrongly (and dangerously) smeared human rights activist Ayaan Hirsi Ali and HUD Secretary Dr. Ben Carson.

“To associate public interest law firms and think tanks with neo-Nazis and the KKK is unconscionable, and represents the height of irresponsible journalism,” states the letter. “All reputable news organizations should immediately stop using the SPLC’s descriptions of individuals and organizations based on its obvious political prejudices.”

In another instance, the SPLC attacked Ayaan Hirsi Ali, a former Muslim who lectures on the dangers of radical Islam. Her friend, Theo Van Gogh, was murdered by radical Islamists and a fatwa has been issued for Ali’s execution. She has to travel in secrecy and with armed guards. Yet the SPLC smears her in its “Field Guide to Anti-Muslim Extremists,” painting another target on her back. The double standard is clear, said Ali, because the SPLC does not publish a “Field Guide to Muslim Extremists.”

Imagine if a pro-life group published a map of “Baby Killers in Your State.” Do you think the media would run the story and discuss the “baby killing” doctors? It would never happen.

In 2013, the Secretary of the Army disassociated his service from SPLC materials, noting that the information is “inaccurate” and “inconsistent with current Army policy.” In 2014, the FBI removed the SPLC as a “trusted resource” from its Hate Crimes resources page. In addition, one of America’s top experts on political extremist groups, Laird Wilcox, said the SPLC practices “bullying and stalking” and is “completely unreliable.”

The liberal media are using the SPLC to attack conservatives, which is part of their agenda, and it needs to stop before someone else is hurt or killed.

“All reputable news organizations should immediately stop using the SPLC’s descriptions of individuals and organizations based on its obvious political prejudices.”
**GOP War on Hispanics**

According to uber-liberal Tom Brokaw, the former NBC anchorman, the only reason why President Trump ended the DACA program was to continue the GOP’s war on Hispanics. “I think what happened is a continuation of the Republican determination to cut out Hispanic votes on their side, for as long as we can see,” huffed Brokaw on MSNBC’s *Morning Joe*.

“This has been going on for a long time,” he declared. “This is a rejection, on the part of the Republican Party, that we have Hispanic citizens in this country and other people, who, in many ways are inclined to share their values. These are people who are family-oriented. They’re faithful. They work hard. They’ve got all those values. But for a long, long time, the Republican Party has been declaring war on Hispanics in this country.”

Or it could be just that Trump and Congress are following the Constitution.

**LGBT ‘Statues’**

As the left and the liberal media push to have Confederate statues removed across the country, they are proposing that some of them be replaced with monuments to honor homosexuals. On MSNBC Live, Sept. 12, hosts Ali Velshi and Stephanie Ruhle selected the recently deceased lesbian activist Edie Windsor. “I love this one, today,” swooned Ruhle. “It is LGBT activist Edie Windsor — her fight for same-sex marriage led to a landmark Supreme Court ruling which struck down the Defense of Marriage Act, and led to the legalization of same-sex marriage in the United States. This woman is a true, true champion.”

“This woman deserves a monument,” lectured Ruhle. “Edie Windsor died last night in New York. She died a hero, a champion, an extraordinary New Yorker. She was 88 years old — a life well-lived.”

Maybe the next pick could be gay “artist” Robert Mapplethorpe or homosexual wordsmith Dan Savage.

MSNBC declares that lesbian activist Edie Windsor “deserves a monument.”

**Al Roker Lies**

On Sept. 5, Rush Limbaugh rightly stated that the liberal media would use Hurricane Irma to claim “climate change is causing hurricanes to be more frequent and bigger and more dangerous, and you create the panic, and its mission accomplished, agenda advanced.” Leftist journalists, particularly NBC’s Al Roker, then deliberately misrepresented what Rush said to smear him.

Roker tweeted, “Do not listen to @rushlimbaugh when he says #Irma is not a dangerous #storm and is hype. He is putting people’s lives at risk.” He also tweeted, “To have [Rush] suggest the warnings about #Irma are #fake or about profit and to ignore them borders on criminal.#ShameOnRush.”

Roker’s tweets were lies. Nowhere did Rush say Hurricane Irma was “fake” or “not a dangerous storm,” and he never told anyone to “ignore” the forecasts. But don’t expect Politifact/PunditFact to award Roker with a big “FALSE” on the “Truth-o-Meter.”

Former NBC News anchor Tom Brokaw rants that “for a long, long time the Republican Party has been declaring war on Hispanics in this country.”
**Single-Payer Blitzer**

CNN’s Wolf Blitzer spent an entire segment with Sen. John Barasso (R-Wy.), a doctor, cheerleading for national health care. Barasso noted the many problems with single-payer care, but Blitzer was unfazed. He trumpeted socialist Bernie Sanders’ plan for universal Medicare, adding that it “works well in the UK or France or Canada or other countries. You get sick, you don’t have to worry about health insurance. You go to the doctor of your choice and you get treated. If it works well in these other major industrialized countries, why wouldn’t it work well here?”

Barasso explained the deadly rationing of care in England but Blitzer apparently didn’t hear him. “What’s wrong with having a system where you have guaranteed Medicare?” he harped. “No one is going to go without health insurance and medical treatment.” Barasso then mentioned the low reimbursements to doctors from Medicare but Blitzer wasn’t phased. Maybe Blitzer needs a hearing check-up.

**What Democrat?**

Former Seattle Mayor Ed Murray, who is gay, “married,” and a Democrat, resigned on Sept. 12 after a fifth person — his own cousin — accused him of child sexual abuse, yet in their reporting of the story neither CBS nor PBS mentioned Murray’s party affiliation. On CBS *This Morning*, Charlie Rose reported “on the resignation of Seattle Mayor Ed Murray over child sexual abuse allegations” and that “Murray has denied the allegations.” Rose didn’t mention Murray is a Democrat.

John Yang at PBS *NewsHour* played the same bias-by-omission game. He reported, “Seattle Mayor Ed Murray has announced he is resigning after five men accused him of sexual abuse going back decades.”

No doubt, if Murray were a Republican, it would have been the first word in the story. Incidentally, the network evening news shows did not report the story at all, nor did MSNBC. CNN mentioned it briefly but also didn’t note that Murray is a Democrat.

**Minibits**

■ As for President Trump’s comments about the violence in Charlottesville, CNN’s Don Lemon snaps, “let me be plainly clear — anyone who is in that White House and who is supporting him is complicit in their racism as well.” ■ MSNBC contributor Steve Schmidt lectures, Labor Secretary Elaine Chao is “complicit in this, an enabler of it, and really now a fellow traveler with these [racist] groups if she doesn’t resign her office.” ■ ABC’s Cokie Roberts piles on, “The fact is through that [presidential] campaign, he blew all kinds of whistles that those of us who grew up in the Jim Crow South, like I did, recognized immediately.” ■ CNN’s Carl Bernstein, as usual, hyperventilates, “we as reporters need to be talking to high sources in the intelligence community, in the White House itself, in the Congress about the competency and fitness of the president of the United States.” ■ The New Republic’s Bob Moser explodes: Trump “is the most powerful hate-monger in America. He is the imperial wizard of the new white supremacy. He is our first neo-Nazi president.”

■ Donald Trump, Neo-Nazi Recruiter-in-Chief

The president does not merely “play footsie” with the white supremacists who terrorized Charlottesville. He’s the lead proponent of their worldview.

**By Bob Moser** | August 14, 2017

From the liberal rag, The New Republic, Bob Moser explodes: Trump “is the most powerful hate-monger in America. He is the imperial wizard of the new white supremacy. He is our first neo-Nazi president.”

■ CNN’s Ana Navarro lets her hair down, Trump is “not only not fit to be president. In my book, his lack of empathy, his lack of leadership, his lack of courage, he’s unfit to be human.”

■ Not to be outdone, *The Nation’s* Joan Walsh says, “Pence is a far worse person, because of his creepy *Handmaid’s Tale* patriarchal approach to women’s equality. But also because he usually knows he’s lying about Trump, and their administration’s agenda, and he lies anyway.”
Hillary’s Insane Charge of a Pro-Donald Trump Media

Of all the ridiculous excuses Hillary Clinton could possibly make on her book tour to explain why she couldn’t win the 2016 election, the most ridiculous has to be the excuse that the national media favored Donald Trump.

The easiest way to point and laugh? Witness the Clinton-loving media greet that ludicrous insult as very credible, and worth considering. The folks at NBC's Today just nodded along. Mrs. Clinton unspooled her guilt trip in a video interview with Ezra Klein for the leftist site Vox. She claimed “We don’t control the media environment the way the Right does.”

Call it The Vast Right-Wing Conspiracy 2.0. She did the exact same thing during the Monica mess: blame the Right. And Bill always blamed the press when things went sour.

Then Hillary unloaded a false number, “But really, Ezra, when you get 32 minutes in a whole year to cover all policy, how does that work?” That refers to a study by the Tyndall Report that implied that ABC, CBS, and NBC evening news programs provided only 32 minutes of stories solely on policy, as opposed to campaign stories that mentioned the candidates’ daily talking points on policy.

It’s not crazy to say the media focused more on personalities and outrageous statements, just as Hillary’s own commercials did, but it’s simply disingenuous — Clintonian — to state policy drew 30 minutes of coverage in 11 months.

She also complained that the media “can’t bear to face their own role in helping elect Trump, from providing him free airtime to giving my e-mails three times more coverage than all the issues affecting people’s lives combined.” The footnote for that howler is an embarrassingly terrible Harvard study that didn’t study the “news media,” but included blogs and tweets and was judged by a computer, not actual humans.

A Media Research Center study of stories from January 1, 2016 to Election Day found the network evening newscasts devoted more than twice as much time to Trump’s controversies (1,032 minutes) than to Clinton’s (488 minutes). About half of that, 245 minutes, was on her use of a private e-mail server.

Nevertheless, CNN Reliable Sources host Brian Stelter respectfully aired several snippets of Hillary’s laughable criticisms on his show. To her credit, Amy Chozick, who traveled with the Clinton campaign for The New York Times, pushed back: “It was a little bit like it was our job to get Hillary Clinton elected.” Bingo! She added: “Don’t forget they [Team Clinton] wanted to run against Donald Trump. They wanted him to get all the legitimate Republicans out of the way.”

Chozick also argued that if Hillary had desperately wanted to talk about the issues and not her e-mail practices, she did a terrible job of granting interviews. She stated the Times put in 50 interview requests “to talk about her jobs plan, economics, national security, foreign policy. I asked to talk about her time at the Children’s Defense Fund, her work with women....They were very cautious. They said no to all of that.”

One reason Trump dominated the air time is that Hillary refused to give a press conference for more than nine months. The press just accepted that. They didn’t punish her for it. By contrast, Trump had 15 or 16 in that time span, and granted a pile of interviews.

All this demonstrates that the media display no self-respect when it’s suggested they were all Trump lackeys without a conscience for the country. Where’s the fight? Where’s the rebuttal? Where’s the disgust with such a shameless falsehood? The chin-stroking just underlines they were in Hillary’s pantsuit pocket then, and remain there to this day.
The experts at the Media Research Center are interviewed almost every day on stories of national importance, often reaching millions of Americans daily. They provide analysis and commentary on radio, TV, the Internet, social media, in magazines, books, and in newspapers, always striving to help restore political balance to the major media. Some of the MRC’s latest media appearances include the following:

**Television**

**BLAZE**
- Dana Show, Aug. 8, Sep. 20

**FBN**
- Cavuto Coast to Coast, Sep. 14
- The Intelligence Report, Aug. 18
- Lou Dobbs Tonight, Sep. 12
- Risk & Reward, Aug. 11, Sep. 5, 13
- Varney & Co, Aug. 11, 17

**FNC**
- Fox & Friends, Sep. 13, 18
- The Five, Sep. 12
- Happening Now, Sep. 12
- Hannity, Sep. 12

**NRA TV**
- Hot Mic, Aug. 3, 10

**EWTN**
- News Nightly, Sep. 8

**OANN**
- Daily Ledger, Aug. 15, 17, Sep. 5, 7, 14, 18, 19, 21
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**Radio**

Breitbart News Daily, Sirius XM, Sep. 4, 7, 11, 18, 19
- American Family Radio, Aug. 14, Sep. 7, 11, 12, 19
- AFA, Focal Point, Aug. 4, 15, Sep. 4, 11, 18
- Sean Hannity, Sep. 3, 14, 17
- Mark Levin, Aug. 2, Sep. 12, 16, 19, 21
- EWTN Radio, Sep. 15
- Rusty Humphries, Sep. 7
- Rush Limbaugh Show, Aug. 11, Sep. 15, 26
- News Talk KIT, Sep. 22
- Bill O’Reilly Podcast, Sep. 12, 14
- CBN News, Sep. 12, 14
- Fox News Radio, Aug. 3, 14
- Fox Nation, Sep. 12
- News Observer, Sep. 12
- Daily Caller, Aug. 18, Sep. 1, 6, 7, 12, 15, 20
- Phil Valentine Show, Aug. 18
- Red Eye Radio, Aug. 13, Sep. 4, 19
- Chosen Generation, Aug. 16, Sep. 6, 13, 20
- Alan Nathan Show, Aug. 16, 17, Sep. 6, 7, 12, 14, 18, 20
- Lars Larson Show, Aug. 15, Sep. 11
- Washington Watch, Aug. 11, 16, Sep. 22
- Neal Arbuary’s Made in America, Sep. 15
- Radio America, Sep. 6, 14, 20
- Curt Schilling Show, Sep. 15, 19
- KPRZ, San Diego, CA, Aug. 16, Sep. 6, 13
- KVOR, Colorado Springs, CO, Aug. 18, Sep. 6, 7, 8, 19, 20
- WXXM, Madison, WI, Sep. 6, 13, 20, 21
- KTRH, Houston, TX, Sep. 13, 14, 18
- WINA, Charlottesville, VA, Aug. 19, 21
- KSCJ, Sioux City, IA, Aug. 14, 23, Sep. 13, 26
- KZIM, Cape Girardeau, MO, Aug. 22, Sep. 13
- WROC, Aurora, IL, Aug. 12, 15, Sep. 5, 12, 19
- KNTH, Houston, TX, Aug. 18, Sep. 4, 7, 11, 14, 21
- WTKF, Morehead City, NC, Aug. 17, Sep. 8, 15, 22
- WSMD, Lewes, DE, Aug. 11, 14, Sep. 4, 11, 18
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**Print**

- Daily Mall, Aug. 12
- The Guardian, Aug. 17
- The Hill, Sep. 26
- Investor’s Business Daily, Aug. 29, Sep. 6, 12, 14, 19, 20, 22
- Los Angeles Times, Sep. 25
- Miami Herald, Sep. 19
- Newsweek, Aug. 16
- New York Times, Aug. 11, Sep. 6, 7
- The New Zealand Herald, Aug. 12
- Palm Beach Post, Sep. 19
- The Washington Post, Sep. 12
- The Washington Times, Sep. 6, 12, 16, 20, 30
- USA Today, Aug. 1, Sep. 14
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**Internet**

Associated Press, Aug. 10
- Breitbart News, Aug. 16, 17, 18, Sep. 5, 7, 14
- ABC News, Sep. 26
- CBS Boston, Sep. 13
- The Right Scoop, Sep. 11, 12
- Allen B. West, Sep. 13, 19
- The Federalist, Sep. 6, 21
- People, Sep. 18
- Entertainment Weekly, Sep. 18, 19, 21
- McClatchy DC Bureau, Sep. 19
- Fox News Insider, Sep. 12, 15
- GOPUSA, Sep. 14
- Korea Times, Sep. 15
- Drudge Report, Sep. 1, 6, 8, 11, 12, 14, 25, 27
- Israel National News, Aug. 15
- HotAir, Aug. 17, Sep. 8, 15, 19
- PJ Media, Sep. 6
- Catholic Citizens, Aug. 15, 16
- World News Daily, Sep. 11
- MSNBC, Sep. 14
- Time, Sep. 18
- American Spectator, Aug. 9, Sep. 7
- NBC News, Aug. 11
- World Net Daily, Sep. 6, 7, 11, 12, 19
- Washington Free Beacon, Aug. 18, Sep. 7, 12
- National Right to Life News, Sep. 6, 7, 15, 21
- Daily Signal, Sep. 26
- Climate Change Dispatch, Sep. 12
- National Catholic Register, Aug. 8
- Lifeline, Sep. 5, 7, 11, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 22
- LJR, Aug. 11, Sep. 11, 12, 13, 20
- Mike Huckabee, Aug. 10
- Conservative Review, Sep. 1, 6
- Townhall, Aug. 17, Sep. 7, 9, 12, 13, 16, 19
- The Blaze, Aug. 2, Sep. 17
- Red State, Sep. 11, 12, 13
- Washington Examiner, Sep. 5, 6, 18, 20, 22, 25
- One News Now, Aug. 16, 17, Sep. 1, 8, 13, 20
- Newsmax, Sep. 12, 22
- Fox News, Aug. 18, Sep. 6, 7, 9, 12, 18, 20, 22

- PARTIAL LISTING

A new MRC study shows that the summer coverage of President Trump by the network evening news shows was 91% negative and 9% positive. The MRC report was cited in many new media outlets, such as Lou Dobbs Tonight, The Five, Hannity, Fox & Friends, Daily Caller, and The Drudge Report. Surprisingly, the Washington Post also mentioned the study’s findings.
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Our digital grassroots army — MRC Action — is hundreds of thousands strong... and growing. We want you to join us!
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